
The design, components and stresses of  high performaning vehicles would uterly fail without a rigid and unbreakable chassis. The chassis 

is designed to support the “load” the vehicle encounters. Savavo is designed to perform the same way the chassis does high performance 

vehicles  but for your marketing. It supports the components and loads of complex marketing endeavors.

customer acquisition E-Learning
create acumen cohesion across your team(s)

institutionalize marketing training 

clarity for internal & external executors
institutionalize marketing strategy & planning
institutionalize marketing training 

management for executing projects
keeps you out of the weeds
less expensive than a full time manager

marketing & growth related vendors
vetted vendors saves time in seaching

these vendors are accountable

help with strategy and planning
team accountability for accuracy in planning
ongoing help as your CMO/CRO etc 

dasboard of online & o�ine e�orts
real time campaign reporting

visitors tracked all the way to close
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You’re probably wondering what a truck has to do with marketing software. Well, SAVAVO is designed a lot like the chassis of a high performance 

vehicle. It supports the design and handles the stresses of complex marketing endeavors the same way a chassis supports the “load” a vehicle 

encounters. It’s scientifically engineered to sequentially direct, plan, and manage your marketing from beginning to end. SAVAVO is a blend of 

cutting edge technologies and services that give you simple tools to Learn, Plan, Manage, Execute, and Measure the growth of your business.

The SAVAVO Chassis - Your Marketing Infrastructure

Expert marketing & 
growth related vendors

No more time vetting 
marketing vendors

Our vendors are 
accountable

Management for 
executing projects

Keeps you out of 
the weeds

Less expensive than a 
full time manager

Help with strategy & 
planning processes

Accountability for the 
accuracy of the plan

Ongoing support for 
your CMO/CRO roles 

Sharp clarity for internal 
& external executors

Institutionalize marketing 
strategy & planning

Share, collaborate & 
create unlimited plans 

Dashboard of online & 
o�ine e�orts

Real time campaign 
reporting

Visitors tracked all the 
way to close
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